Relaxation during spin-lock spin-echo pulse sequence in (14)N nuclear quadrupole resonance.
In this work, we investigate off-resonance effect on the (14)N nuclear quadrupole resonance magnetization decay during the spin-lock spin-echo pulse sequence (SLSE). The compound chosen for this study is paranitrotoluene with a single (14)N site, which represents a suitable simplified model for the explosive trinitrotoluene with six nonequivalent (14)N sites. We find that the quasi-steady state magnetization exhibits dips at particular frequency offsets and more interestingly that its decay rate T(2 eff) (-1) exhibits similar dips (slower decay) at the same frequency offsets. The coexistence of dips is very important for applications where the primary use of the SLSE sequence is to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, as longer sampling times compensate for small magnetization values. A theory explaining both observations is presented which includes homonuclear dipolar interactions and spin coupling to the lattice. We show that the homonuclear dipolar interaction contributes only 20% to the total magnetization decay rate, while spin-lattice coupling is the dominant mechanism.